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1. Hal note on Brennan alleged that he saw the shooter on the 6'" floor “the 

body from the waist up”... . Hal then goes into cites from WCR exhibits 

that demonstrate that Brennan’s description was impossible. . .(add here 

his poor eyesight from Dave’s Z film book . .. ) 

Commission Exhibit 384 notes Oswald’s skills in Russian language. . .He had 

these skills before “defection” to Russia. .. .Cite the US military language 

institution in California. . .(get the name dummy). Would govt have wasted 

SS on Oswald sending him to language school if he was regarded as a 

waste... 

See Simpich’s Part 3 for FBI Gheesling’s taking Oswald off the alert list. . . 

. Lesar piece. .. Once Oswald’s name was before the WC and FBI, etc. His 

history of defection to Russia and then re-defection back to the US the WC 

should have at least (if suspected he might have been a CIA or Intelligence 

asset, the WC should have routinely requested from CIA Central Records 

any Oswald files and also a search of the credit records section to see if 

Oswald’s name (Lee “Henry” Oswald) had taken out any loans from 

employees credit union. .. .) 

Rankin to Staff 2/25/’64 RG 272 Box 8, Entry 44 , Office Files of Staff... .See 

hypocracey of Rank... by assigning Pres. of American Bar Association, 

Walter E. Craig, to assure that the report respected all of the principles of 

justice as it went about preparing the most important government 

document of the 20" Century. .. 

Cite Meagher 4 pages in Accessories in her detailed treatment of Fritz’s 

interrogation of Oswald. f My Thum a (Oz | awn Teh te fO0 lat Pz /dy. 

Mae Brussell “Last Words of Oswald”. ..She does a comprehensive look at 

LHO’s interrogations over the 2 % days he was in the hands of the DPD... 

. Nice piece on Oswald’s lynching by the press (esp. citing the alleged titans 

of the news world). . .All tools of Op. Mockingbird????
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9.Larry Hancock reminded me that Oswald had a photo taken while he 

apparently was in Mexico City for his visa application he was trying to get 

from the Cuban consulate. . . (Which indicates that he was in Mexico City) 

10. Reminder to review DiEugenio on Bugs Part 6 for pieceon the Dallas 

Cops... 

11. S. Meagher makes points that deflate the official story. . . 

12. Wesley Frazier some 4 decades later speaks out. . . .His account throws 

all kind of suspicions on the official story. . .P. 2 Frazier notes that on 11/22 

he was accused by police as being part of a conspiracy to take JFK’s life. . .in 

collaboration with Oswald. .. .After 12w intense hrs with the police he was 

allowed to take a polygraph test, passed it and was released . . .Recall the 

curtain rod story... .| should have in my Day files the admission that curtain 

rods were found in the TSBD warehouse after the assassination. Day found 

them and passed it off that they did not belong to Oswald... 

13. Review of B. Ernest book :Girl on the Stairs” on Vicky Adams. .. May 

want to review. .. 

14. 62-109060-2074-30 transcript of Radio Log shooting of Pres. Kennedy .. 

.It notes that at 12;44 CST note white male approximately 30 yrs old, height 

5 ft 6 inches, weighing 165 pounds. . . 

15. 62-109060-2074 EBF- 03P. 2 description of the shooter between 12:43 

and 12;45 (CST) police broadcast of shooter had the shooter “as slender 

white male, about 30, 5ft 10 inches, 165 pounds....” (that’s the CIA specs 

on Lee Henry Oswald”... 

15. Kelley to Chief 12/5/’63 62-109060-2074 EBF 03. . .SS Kelley passes on 

the “official” account of the shooting of JFK and Tippit. .. Nothing new on 

that. But on p. He notes and repeats the official lie that “immediately after 

the shooting the Dallas police... .ascertained that Oswald had not 

returned to work and was seen departing the building, etc etc. . .So he was 

an immediate suspect, etc, etc. .. .Kelley was all part of the frame. .. .Kelley 

repeats the (CIA description of Lee “Henry” Oswald in one Angleton’s blind
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files on Oswald. .. He notes that suspect “as slender, white, mal, about 30, 

5 ft 10“, 165 Ibs. . .15a Chicken sandwich. .. .do a fecal exam on any and 

all suspects . . .refiled


